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When we’re done, we’re done

74%

unsubscribe from 

newsletters they no longer 

wish to receive

Baby Boomers are the 

fastest on the unsub 

trigger

36% 

use their email program 

to sort unwanted mail


Millennials use the 

filter method

89%

Content relevancy is critical

 


of Gen Z is the most annoyed 

by ads for products they’ve 

already purchased

63%

skip ad

Buy New


family house

Irrelevancy is the 

#1 reason ads 

are bothersome                                                          

Gen Y & Gen Z are most accepting 

of email ads, and most likely to 

click through

of Gen Z click-thru when the ad 

is interesting and relevant

70%

Baby Boomers are the least accepting and 

least likely to click, but 57% still do


aren’t bothered by or 

even notice email ads

62%

of Millennials

50%

of Gen Z

&

Subscribers are surprisingly 

tolerant of email ads 

40%

say ads in emails 

don’t bother them

15%

don’t even 

notice ads

 2 out of 3

adults click on ads in email 

if they’re relevant

Fewer than 1/3 

say ads in email cause 

them to unsubscribe

Subscribe to get the latest updates

Your Email

Subscribe

Only 20%

of Baby Boomers will 

unsubscribe from email 

because it contains ads

	Email newsletters are alive and well  

Nearly 60 percent of adults subscribe to some kind of email newsletter

46%

Baby Boomers

65%

Millennials

Baby Boomers

Age: 54+

Generation X

Age: 38-53

Millennials

Age: 22-37

Generation Z

Age: 18-21

Email:


The Advertising Choice for Every Generation

We asked 1,000 people how they feel about advertising in email.


Our data uncovered some secrets to reaching each generation.

The message is clear: subscribers welcome ads delivered effectively over 

email when they’re targeted, relevant and interesting. Working with 

publishers who can deliver this one-to-one connection can drive subscriber 

engagement and clicks.


